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1. Introduction 
Let n and II be two coincident planes, the former moving with respect 
to the latter. Taking in n and II cartesian frames of reference xoy and 
XOY respectively, having the same orientations, the motion can be 
described by the formulae 
(l.I) ~X =X cos rp-y sin rp+a, ( Y =X sin rp+y cos rp+b, 
a, b and rp being functions of the time t. 1t is our purpose to deal with 
certain geometrieal properties of the motion, restricting ourselves to 
positions of n with respect to II having non-zero values of the angular 
velocity w=drpfdt. Consequently we may put t=rp; furthermore we may 
take rp = 0 for the position under consideration, this position being in 
no way privileged compared to any other position with w c.F 0 as long as 
we are dealing with its geometrical properties only. 
The position corresponding to rp = 0 will be referred to as the zero-
position. 
Differentiation with respect to rp will be denoted by primes. The value 
for rp = 0 of the n-th derivative of a function f of rp with respect to rp will 
be denoted by fn (n=O, I, 2, 3, ... ). 
2. The Bottema-invariants 
Differentiating (l.I) n times with respect to rp and afterwards putting 
rp= 0 we get 
(2.I) ~ Xn=X cos tnn-y sin tnn+an, ( Yn=X sin tnn+y cos tnn+bn, 
(n=O, I, 2, 3, ... ). 
We have furthermore from (l.I): 
(2.2) X'=- Y +a' +b, Y' =X -a+b'. 
This implies that 
(2.3) 
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Xp=a-b', Yp=a' +b 
is a parametric representation of the fixed polode Pb cp being the para-
meter. The formulae (2.3) yield: 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
XP,1=a1-b2, YP,1=a2+b1; 
XP,2=a2-ba, YP,2=aa+b2, 
Since our frames of reference may be located arbitrarily in their respective 
planes we let them coincide in the zero-position; thus by virtue of (1.1): 
a0 = bo = 0. Moreover we take as their common origin the pole P of the 
zero-position; then we have from (2.3): a1=b1=0. Finally we let the 
X-axis (and therefore the x-axis too) coincide with the pole-tangent pt 
in the zero-position and we orientate this axis such that b2 > 0 1); then 
a2=0 by (2.4) and we get: 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
XP,1= -b2, YP,1=0; 
XP,2= -ba, Yp,2=aa+b2. 
Our frames of reference now being fully specified will be called canonical 
frames of reference and will be used throughout in this article. With 
respect to these co-ordinate systems we have 
(2.8) 
The derivatives 
(2.9) 
have been called by BOTTEMA, who introduced them [1], the instantaneous 
invariams of the position under consideration. They are in fact geometrical 
invariants under the group of similitudes. 
Following W. WuNDERLICH in his review of my thesis [2], I propose 
to call them the Bottema-invariants, B-invariants for short. 
The B-invariants a~c (k=3, ... ,n), b~c(k=2, ... ,n) characterize com-
pletely the infinitesimal properties of the motion up to the n-th order. 
We intend to give some examples of the usefulness of these B-invariants 
in the systematic treatment of questions concerning geometrical properties 
of plane motions. 
Before starting to do so, three remarks will be of use. 
Firstly we see from (1.1) and (2.8) that 
(2.10) ~ Xo=X. ( Yo=y' 
X2=-X 
Y2= -y+b2' 
Xa= y+aa 
Ya= -x+ba·, 
1 ) We exclude therefore the case ba=O in which the motion osculates a rotation 
with P as its centre. 
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It is well-known that the curvature u of the path of the point (x, y) of 
x is given by: 
(2.11) 
and so we have by (2.10): 
{2.12) 
X'Y"-X"Y' 
X= (X'2 + Y'2)'1• 
x2+y2 -b2y 
xo = (x2 + y2)'1, . 
It follows that the locus of the points of n being in the zero-position at 
an inflexion point of their paths is the circle given by 
{2.13) 
obviously the origin i.e. the pole P must be excluded. The geometrical 
meaning of the first B-invariant is now clear: it is the diameter of the 
inflexion circle (2.13). 
Our second remark concerns the B-invariant aa. We find from (2.6) 
and (2. 7) for the curvature x1 of the fixed polode at the pole P the 
expression 
(2.14) 
This provides us with an (implicite) geometrical meaning of aa. 
Finally we want to call some attention to the use of polar co-ordinates 
r and e in the planes II and n (in its zero-position). They are related to 
x andy by 
X=r COS e, y=r sin e. 
With regard to the argument e we adopt the following convention: 
the argument e of the point A(x, y) is the angle measured in the sense 
indicated by the orientation of the system xoy between the half-lines 
ox and OA. Thus we have for any point not coinciding with the origin 
0;;;:;: e < 2n. The argument of the origin is not defined. We put furthermore 
r=(x2+y2)t; therefore r~O. 
Denoting by (~, 1]) the centre of curvature (in the zero-position) of the 
orbit of a point A(x, y) =A(r, e) of n at A, it is easily found that 
(2.15) 
We see from (2.15) that the line joining the points (~, 17) and A passes 
through P. We may therefore put ~=e cos e, 1J=e sin e. Then by virtue 
of (2.15) e sin e > 0 if A lies outside the inflexion circle and is moreover 
not on the x-axis, whereas e sin e < 0 if A is located inside the inflexion 
circle. This leads to the conclusion that e is positive, measured in the 
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sense of P A and negative otherwise. For a point on the x-axis (i.e. on 
the pole-tangent) we have e=O. 
It follows from (2.15): 
(2.16) 1 1 1 r - e = b'i'""2-s....,.in--;:() ' 
this being the well-known EuLER-SAVARY-equation. 
From (2.12) we find: 
In connection with (2.16) this leads to the following expression for the 
radius of curvature u0- 1 =Ro: 
Ro=r-e. 
3. A problem concerning the radius of curvature of the fixed polode 
In his highly valuable and stimulating book on kinematics and dynamics 
of plane mechanisms JEREMY HmsCHHoRN states the following problem: 
let the plane n be constrained to move in a certain manner by virtue 
of the fact that the evolutes IXo and {Jo of the paths of two points A and 
B of n are given. It is required to find an expression for the radius of 
curvature of the moving polode [3]. The author gives an indirect solution 
of this problem, by considering the normal component of the displacement-
acceleration of the pole. We shall show how the problem can be solved 
directly and in a fairly simple way with the aid of the B-invariants only. 
Let 
0 
us begin with a somewhat more precise formulation of the problem. 
If for a certain position of n we know the location in II of two points 
A and B of n and if the centres of curvature IX and {J corresponding to 
A and B respectively are given too, then it is clear that in the position 
on hand the infinitesimal properties of the motion up to the second 
order are completely determined. This is due to the well-known fact 
that we are able to construct from these data the pole, the pole-tangent 
and the inflexion circle; our canonical frames of reference are therefore 
determined and in addition to this we know the value of b2. It must be 
observed that the case in which A, B, IX and {J are collinear has to be 
excepted. 
Now let us suppose that we are given (in addition to the above data) 
the radii of curvature R1 * and R2* of the evolutes of the paths of A and 
B at the points IX and {J respectively. 
Then we assert that in the given position the motion is completely 
known up to its infinitesimal properties of the third order; this implies 
that not only aa can be expressed in terms of the above data but ba too 
and this enables us to deduce Uf and the location of Ball's point. 
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Let us proceed to show the truth of our assertion. 
If Cis a point of a given curve c, R the radius of curvature of c at 0, 
C* the point of contact of the normal of c at C with the evolute of c and 
R* the radius of curvature of the evolute at the point of contact, it is 
known from elementary differential-geometry that there exists between 
R* and R the relation 
(3.1) R*=RR, 
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the arc-length s 
of the given curve c. Now let c be the path of the point (x, y) under the 
motion represented by (1.1). Then we have R=x-1, where x is given 
by (2.11). 
Therefore 
R' = -R2x' = 
(X'Y"' -X111 Y')(X'2+ Y'2)- 3(X'X" + Y'Y")(X'Y" -X"Y') 
-R2 . (X'2+ Y'2)'i• . 
In view of (2.10) and (2.12) this yields for the zero-position: 
(3.2) R1 _ (x2 + y2)Y.{(aax+ bay) (x2 +y2) + 3b2x(x2 +y2- b2y)} 
- (x2+y2-b2y)2 . 
Since 
R' = R ~~ = R(X'2 + Y'2)%, 
we conclude from {3.1) and (3.2): 
* (x2 + y2)'1•{(a3 x+ bay) (x2 +y2) + 3b2x(x2+y2 -b2y)} Ro = . (x2 + y2- b2y)3 . 
Introducing polar co-ordinates we find: 
R * _ r2{aar cos (J +bar sin (J + 3b2(r- b2 sin £J) cos £J} 
0 
- (r-b2sin£J)3 · 
By means of the EULER-SAVARY equation this may be rewritten as 
a a cos £J +basin £J = 3b22e-l sin £J cos £J- Ro*b23e-3 sin3 e. 
Now let us denote the values of r, e, (J and Ro* corresponding to the 
points A and B of n by rt, (!I, £J1, R1 * and r2, (!2, £J2, R2* respectively. 
Then obviously 
(3.3) ~ aa cos £J1 + ba sin £J1 = 3b2
2 ec1 sin £J1 cos £J1- R1 * b23 ec3 sin3 £J1, 
( a a cos £J2 + ba sin £J2 = 3b22 (!2 -I sin £J2 cos £J2- R2 * b23 (!2 - 3 sin3 £J2. 
Regarding this as a system of equations in the unknowns aa and ba the 
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determinant of the system is sin (Oz- fh) =F 0 and so there is a unique 
solution in terms of the data, which proves eur assertion. 
Eliminating ba from (3.3) we get l as sin (Oz- 81) = bz2 sin 81 sin Oz · (3.4) . { 3 (cos 81 _ cos 82) _ bz (R1 * sin2 fh _ Rz* sin2 Oz)}. 
e1 ez e13 ez3 
The theorem of EuLER-SA vARY leads to 
c_o_s_0_1 __ co_s_O_z = c_o_s_0_1 _ c_o_s_O_z _ sin (Oz- 81) . 
e1 ez r1 rz bz sin 81 sin Oz ' 
using this relation we get from (3.4) in view of (2.14): 
bz sin (81-82) 
et= D 
where 
D = bz sin 81 sin Oz · 
{b2(R1* sin281_ R2* sin20z)+ 2 ( co~ 81 _ co~ 82 ) _ ~ ~ bz~~ bz~~ 
_ 3 (cos 81 _ cos 82)}. 
r1 rz 
Oncemore using the EuLER-SAY ARY equation we find 
b . n . n (bz R1 * sin2 81 2 cos 81 3 cos 81) 2 Sln V1 Sln V2 + -.- - -- = 
e13 b2 sm 01 r1 
{ r12 R1* . 2r!+e1 f . 
= ( )Z - sm 81- cos 01 sm 02 
e1 - rl el el - rl 
and a similar relation obtained from this one by interchanging the indices 
l and 2. 
This means that 
and 
(3.5) 
where 
(3.6) 
The results (3.5) and (3.6) are essentially the same as those obtained by 
HIRSCHHORN [3, p. 238]. 
29 Series A 
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If A and B happen to be on the circling-point curve of the zero-position 
(3.5) reduces, thanks to R1*=R2*=0 to 
this expression being equivalent to HALL's formula [ 4]: 
(3.7) 
where 
(3.8) 
2b2 
~= ' 
2r2 + e2 ( 1 + k) + 2r1 + e1 ( 1 _ k) 
e2-r2 el-rl 
k =sin (01 +02) 
sin (01- 02) · 
A different form of (3. 7) can be obtained in the following way. 
Let Ao and Bo be the points (eb 01) and (e2, 02) respectively (fig. 1). 
Q 
pt 
Fig. 1. 
Putting tg {h=•t (i= 1, 2, 3, 4), we have by some easy trigonometry: 
(3.9) 
Substituting into (3. 7) we find 
(3.10) 
In the specification of our canonical systems we have not made any 
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convention with regard to the unit of length. We may choose this so 
that b2 = l. Then we have by (2.14) and (3.10): 
and therefore 
(3.ll) 3-r4 a3=--. 
'l'3-'l'4 
It may be observed that this formula (in a slightly altered notation) 
appears in my thesis for the case that AB B 0 A 0 is a four-bar linkage 
with A 0 B 0 as its fixed link; however the formula has been derived 
there in quite a different way [5). 
Solving (3.3) for b3 we find: 
(3.12) b _ L 1 cos ()2 - L2 cos ()1 b 3 - . (() () ) 2, Sill 1- 2 
where 
(3.13) 
Clearly: 
consequently (3.12) may be written as 
(3.14) b _ K2 cos e1 -K1 cos e2 b 3
- sin (()1- ()2) 2" 
If A and B are on the circling-point curve (3.12) and (3.14) reduce to 
or by virtue of (3.9): 
4. Application of the B-invariants to theorems concerning the relative 
motion of the output and input links of a four-bar mechanism 
Let Wi and roo be the angular velocities of the input link A 0A and the 
output link BoB of a four-bar mechanism in a certain position taken as 
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the zero-position (fig. 2); then w, =a, roo= {3 where the dot indicates 
differentiation with respect to the time t. 
p 
Fig. 2. 
Jt stands to reason that the ration ffl = Wo/Wt does not depend On the 
unit of length. In fact 
(4.1) u ffl=-
u+v 
as is easily seen. 
Therefore 
(4.2) u'v ffl' = (u+v)2' 
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to £¥. Clearly Q is 
the pole if we take AoA as the fixed link giving at the same time A 0B0 
the angular velocity -w, relative to AoA. It follows that u' may be 
interpreted as the component along AoBo of the displacement velocity 
of the pole Q if A 0B0 has the angular velocity - l. 
In this case the length of the velocity-vector of B0 equals that of 
AoBo and therefore the component of the displacement velocity of Q 
perpendicular to AoBo equals u (by HARTMANN's theorem [3, p. 225]. 
Since the angle between QBo and the pole-tangent is /34 we have 
obviously u' =U cotg {34 (fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
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Consequently 
ffi' = (u-:v)2 cotg {J4 
and therefore· by virtue of (4.1) 
(4.3) 
From (4.3) we conclude to FREUDENSTEIN's theorem [3, p. 245] and 
furthermore to 
Oncemore ponsidering AoA as the fixed link, it is easy to o bta~ an 
expression for {J4'. As {J4' does not depend on .the unit of .length, we may 
take b2 = 1 i furthermore, we m{ty suppose that the angular velocity of 
the plane rigidly attached to BoB is Lin this case we have from (2.6) that 
the displacement . speed of the pole Q equals - 1. and we get (fig .. 3}: 
d(.n-<X-{J4) fJ dt fJ 
" 1 = ds · = __,. ( & + ) ds = & + ' 
where s denotes the arc-length on the fixed polode. 
Obviously 
u+v 
&=---
v 
and so we have 
u -1- v {J' Xj= --'-(1+ 4), 
v ' 
whence 
Since 
we arrive at 
(4.5) 
Observing that 
(4.6) 
and substituting into (4.4) we find: 
(4.7) ffi" = ffi(ffi _ 1) Tl Ta (.!. + .!_ _ .!_ + _3_) • 
Tl + Ta l"l T2 Ta T2T42 
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It may be remarked that our work provides us with an easy proof for 
the existence of the CARTER-HALL circle [3, p. 246]. For let us consider 
the set Y of all four-bar mechanisms having AoBo as their fixed links 
and having (each in its own position) the same prescribed values of 
ffi, ffi' and ffi". Then by (4.1) Q is the same point for all members of !7, 
whereas {34 is the same too for all members of !7. It follows in view of 
(4.4) that all members of Y show the same value of {34'. Writing 
{34'= (<a<2-1+1)+(<a<c1+1)-3' ffi= rar2-1+1, 
<a<1-1+1 'l'a<c1+1 
we infer that <ar1-1 is the same for all members of !7. Let F be the foot 
of the perpendicular fallen from A 0 onto QP. Then our result comes to 
the fact that the ratio QFfFP is the same for all mechanisms under 
consideration. The point of intersection Q1 of the perpendicular erected 
at P on QP with the line A 0B0 is therefore the same for all these mecha-
nisms. This implies that the locus of P is the circle having QQ1 as its 
diameter. 
It may be observed that the statement made by HIRSCHHORN that all 
members of Y have the same inflexion circle and the same polode-
curvature, is obviously false. 
Technological University 
Eindhoven, Nether lands 
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